
IV. Preservation Issues 

e Preservation Environment, 
Pau[Conway 

The perpetuation of society as we are accustomed to conceive or 
idealize it is dependent to a very large extent on the preservation en 
masse of our accumulated group memories and consciousness 
stored in the form of the printed and otherwise recorded word · or 
s:ymbol.1 

A preservation environment is the most cost-effective collection manage
ment tool that librarians and archivists have for extending the .collective life ex-· 
pectancy of their vast scholarly resources. The preservation environment built in 
a modern library shelving facility embodies a conscious commitment to preser
vation ~d distinguishes such a building frq~ a book warehouse, a book attic, or 
a typical full-service library. The concept~f a "preservation environment" is a 
complex one.that has emerged over nearly a century of concern over deteriorat
ing library collections, several key conceptual breakthroughs in the past 40 
years, and focused research in materials science. This chapter reviews how the 
idea of the library building as a preservation facility has changed over time, how 
materials science has contributed to the defmition·of a preservation environment, 
and how architects, engineers, and librarians designed the Yale University Li
brary Shelving Facility to maximize the building's preserv~tion value. The chap
ter concludes by identifying one lingering preservation issue that requires further 
research. 
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The Library Buil_ding as a 
· Preservation Tool 

The principal preservation goal in building a high-efficiency, high-density 
library shelving facility is to extend the useful life of the paper-based and film
based materials held there in comparison to a typically air-conditioned (or, 
worse, unconditioned) library shelving space. Library collections consist of dif
ferent types of objects with widely varying rates of deterioration. Books, manu
scripts, maps, photographs, films, and magnetic tapes will all last longer when 
kept in a preservation environment. The concept of "environment, encompasses 
common factors such as temperature, relative humidity (RH), light, and pollu
tion as well as vibration, exposure to animal pests, insects,·bacterial and fungus, · 
and other more exotic agents of destruction. The preservation environment in
cludes security and protection from fire and water damage. A preservation envi
ronment is lower in temperature, drier and more stable; is darker; is better sealed; 
has air freer of particulate matter ( d~t and dirt) and gaseaus contamination; and 
is .more secure than typical library, Kuildings. . 

Deterioration is in the nature of things, and yet the attempt to cheat' death is 
a part of our human nature. Some 30 years ago, Edwin Williams summed up in · 
one sentence the challenge and the responsibility Qflibrary preservation. "Every
thing in library collections is deteriorating today, was deteriorating yesterday, 
and will continue to deteriorate tomorrow although we ought to retard the pro
cess. "2 This challenge pas been with u8 for some time and it 'has been common 
knowledge for at least 175 years that the materials we ·use to record textual and 
visual information in published and unpublished form are fugitive and fragile. 
The problem for libraries and archives, however, is that awareness of a problem 
and the identification of causes and remedies-most pointedly in the value of the 
preservation environment-is a relatively recent phenomenon. 

Both basic science and actual experience agree that tet:nperature and 
relative hUmidity are the primary rate-controlling factors in chemical decay, 
mechanical damage, and bio7deterioration. All organic materials in collections 
deteriorate because .of chemical reactions that speed up or slow down in response 
to environmental ~onditions. Two decades of rigorous laboratory testing ha.ve 
established predictive models of deterioration for materials commonly found in 
libraries, archives, and museUms. These models, which are like maps that relate 
storage temperature, storage RH, and time-required-for-a-given-amount-and
kind-of-deteriorati.on, show just how long even inherently unstable mat~rials 
can iast under the right storage conditions. They also show tq.e converse-that 
the wrong environment can doom collections to very short lifetimes. 

In the past five years, in particular, corroborative evidence from several 
laboratories working independently gives library managers new confidence in 
specifying environmental set points for shelving facilities. These set points ·are · 
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generally 100 cooler and up to 20 percentage points drier than specifications 
promulgated as recently as 10 years ago. We have a lot to learn about chemical 
and physical deterioration inside containers (such as a box, bag, or the book it
self). We also need to understand more fully the impact of "micro
environments," such as the narrow air spaces surrounding shelved materials. 
Scientific testing of adhesives and other materials used to construct modem 
books also leaves too much room for interpretation. 

Awareness of Preservation Problems 
and Solutions 

Library materials are by and large organic in character. Deterioration of 
organic materials-paper, leather, and glue-is a fact of life; as inevitable as the 
sunrise but nowhere near as predictable. Paper is an amazing substance-strong 
and flexible.when new, friendly to readers, and capable of holding in fixed form 
printed and handwritten words and images produced with nearly innumerable 
tools and techniques. Paper and the publishjng revolution go hand in hand. Un
fortunately, modem machine-made paper and the preservation challenges in 
libraries and archives· are also inextricably linked. 

People have been aware for millennia that the materials we use to record 
facts and ideas deterior:ate to the point where they cannot be used. for their in
tended purposes. The New Testament (Matt. 6:19) admonishes its readers: "Do 
not store up for yourselves treasure on earth, where it grows rusty and moth
eaten, and thieves break in to steal it." Boo~ and paper historians report on age
old stories of prohibitions on the use of paper in deeds and manuscripts because 
of fears it was far more perishable than vellum (Grove, 1964 ). As early as 1823, 
alarms sounded in the Western press a9Duf the poor qualitY of writing. and print
ing papers. By the early years of the 20th century, concern for the fragility of 
modem, machine-made papers reached a state of such frenzy that a search for 
stable copying methods began in earnest. This search culminated in the develop
ment of early standards for paper manufacture and the pursuit of archival micro
film, which remains the preservation strategy of choice when deterioration has 
undermined the physical integrity of books and papers (Higginbotham, 1990). 

Beginning early in the decade of the 1960s, pieces of the preservation puz
zle began to fall into place. The puule's image portray's the crucial role of envi· 
ronmental forces in exacerbating the deterioration process whose origins are 
clearly founded in the manufacture of paper, .fihn, and other organic media. And 
yet the scale of the preservation challenge in research libraries, government cul
tural institutions, and archival repositories tbrcng..'lout the world, when com
bined with the significant costs of treatment and copying solu~ons, . preclude 
addressing comprehensively preservation needs on an item-by-item basis. The 
recognition of this fact in ·the latter half of the 20th century has led .to consistent 
and successful efforts to find a collection-based approach to preservation that 
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stands half a cllance of buying· time for systematic preservation treatment if not 
solving the preservation problem altogether. 

Materials Science 
and the Scientific Method 

A preservation environment has comprehensive impact. All library mate
rials shelved in a preservation environment benefit from increased life expec
tancy. This is true regardless of the quality of the materials when first 
manufactured or the .condition of the 
materials when they are ·placed in the 
preservation environment. The specifi
cation of a preservation enviroiunent is 
based on contemporary understanding 
of materials science. 

Paper and other organic matetJials 
deteriorate for a variety of reci$cms, 
some of which are related to the source 
o.f the material or the way it was manu
factured and some of which are related 
to the way the material is stored or 
handled. At its most comprehensive, 
scientific research in materials science 
considers chemical factors (light, tem
perature, humidity), biologically in
duced degradation, and physically in
duced loss of strength that comes from 
handling and use. Path breaking mate
rials science and the power of trial and 
error have fine-tuned the specifics of a 
preservation environment. The follow
ing are the major elements a~ play in a 
high-density, high-efficiency shelving 
facility. 

Elements of an 
Ideal Environment 

a) Pollutant-free air 

bY Total darkness 

c) Constant temperature 

d) Constant relative humidity 

e) VIbration-tree structure 
and protection against 
shoe~ and sounc~ waves 

f) Absence of all organisms 
(Including humans) 

g) A site on high land and a 
fireproof structure · 

h) Elaborate emergency 
: 'back.up control systems 

I) Cooperation of the 
Almighty · 

Source: Duncan Cameron, "En
vironmental Control: A theoreti
cal Solution," Museum News 46 
(May 1968): 17~ 

Damage from Light 

Among the suite of agents that cause deterioration, sunlight accounts for 
the most widespread destruction of materials outdoors. Sunlight, or solar radia
tion, and ~ sources of .artificial light are important iu photochemicai and 
photosensitized reactions because they are the soUrces of the radiant energy that 
make the reactions possible. Short wavelength radiation, especially ultravio
let rays, are far more damaging to library materials than either visible light or 
the ·'longer wavelengUls of infrared rays, radio waves and the radiation from 
high-voltage power lines. Light damage is cumulative; the amount of damage 
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depends upon wavelength and the length and intensity of exposure. Brief expo
sure under relatively high intensity can be just as damaging as extended exposure 
to low intensity. Chemical reactions initiated by exposure to light continue even 
after the light source is removed and materials are put il)to dark storage (Ritzen
thaler, 1993). 

Indoors, damage from light is most troublesome on external surfaces such 
as the spine bindings of books and containers _for archives and manuscripts col
lections. Light speeds up the oxidation of paper and therefore its chemical break
down. Photo-oxidation of cellulose is accelerated by the presence of pollutants 
·such as sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide. Lightis also a bleaching agent; it can 
cause some pap~rs to whiten and can cause col<;>red papers and inks to fade. Upon 

e exposure to light, lignb reacts with o$er compounds in paper; causing -lignin-
containing paper to darken. Newspapers left outdoors for even a day or two pro

. vide-graphic evi9ence of this ~ffect. 
Researchers discovered the negative consequences of light on library mate

rials well before they zeroed in on other, even more damaging external sources 
of d~age. Technical reports published in 1936 and 1941 pinpointed the damag
ing power of short wavelength radiation, especially ultraviolet (UV) radiation. 
Research by the National Bureau of Standards culminated in the extraordinary 
measures taken by the National Archives to protect the Declaration of Inde
pendence while on public display (Calmes·, 1988). 

By the late 1950s, architects of library buildings began to emphasize the 
need to build stack spaces without windows and to equip them with light fixtures 
that filter UV light. The first. truly modern library storage facility, designed by 
Paul Banks and built as an extension to Chicago's Newberry Library, was a win
d_owless cube with a darkened interior lit only to retrieve volumes.' The latest 
thinking on lighting in shelving spaces that. \rill ~ot be browsed by the general 
public emphasizes limited duration lighti~g, Iaw-intensjty light sufficient to 
retrieve items, and the use of lighting systems. that emit little or no ultraviolet 
rays. High-pressure sodium lamps, for example, cast a yellow light, but can be 
used where color rendering is not important. Sodium lights are highly efficient, 
are low in heat generation and operating costs, and relight quickly after being 
shut off (Lull & Merk, 1982). 

Temperature and Humidity 
in Theory and Practice 

Temperature and relative humidity are inextricably linked in a preservation 
environment. One of the best ways to grasp the significance of this linkage is by 
way of the "Isoperm Theory," developed by Don Sebera of the Library of 
Congress and refined for :film and other organic materials by James Reilly. of the 
Image Permanence Institute. The Isoperm Theory is based on a simple idea: the 
rate of deterioration of water-absorbing· materials such as paper is influenced 
strongly (perhaps-even controlled) by the temperature and relative humidity of 
its surrounding environment. Paper and other organic materials commonly 
found in libiaries, archives,. and museums will lose strength with increased 
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temperature and moisture content. Conversely, lowering either or both tempera
ture and moisture content redu~es the rate of chemical deterioration and so in
creases life expectancy. The Isoperm Theory combines and quantifies the 
preservation effec~ of temperature and relative humidity and presents the results 
in a comprehensible graphical form. 

An isoperm is a graphical plot 
of the influence of temperature and 
relative humidity equilibrium on 
paper permanence. Underlying the 
theory is the assumption that tem
perature and relative humidity act 
together to speed up ~ or slow down 
chemical deterioration to more or 
less the same degree in most organic 
materials. Figure 1 is a graph of 
isoperms from Sebera's seminal 
publication. The predictive powerpf 
the graph derives from varying •one 
of the set points (temperature or rela
tive humidity) while leaving the 
other set point constant. For exam
ple, by starting with environmental 
conditions at 68 degrees tempera
ture and 50 percent relative humid
ity and then lowering the humidity 
level to 30 percent, the life expec
tancy of a collection is increased by 
a factor of two beyond what it would 
be if ·stored at the higher humidity 
setting. By raising the temperature. 
from 68 to 80 degr~es, the life ex
pectancy of the collection decreases 
by a factor of three. Varying both set 
points simultaneously can have an 
even more dramatic impact on col
lection life expectancy. 

Definition of an 
lsoperm 

A line of constant permanence 
(isopermanence). Consider a 
paper at equilibrium with some 
·Initial considerations of tem
perature and relative humidity 
that determine its rate of dete
rioration and permanence. Now 
let us Increase the relative hu
midity to a higher value; If the 
temperature !s unchanged, the 
rate of deterioration will In
crease. However, if we reduce 
the temperature by exactly the 
right amount, the resulting tem
perature induced rate decrease 
wil.l exactly compensate for the 
relative humidity Induced In
crease so the overall deteriora
tion rate (and permanence) is 
unchanged from that at the ini
tial· environmental conditions. 
We ca'n make another change 
In relative humidity (or tempera
ture), and another temperature 
(or relative . humidity) can be 
found that will exactly compen
sate for the new ·relative humid
Ity (or temperature) induced 
permanence change. · These 
paired values, when plotted on 

. a graph of T and %RH as axes, 
generate a line. 

Source: Donald K Sebera, Isoperms: 
An Environmental Management 
Tool (Washington, D.C.: Commis
sion on Preservation and Access, 
1994), 4. 
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Figure 1. lsoperm Diagram Showing Percent Jielative Humidity 
Versus Temperature . , . 

.( : 

For some, the most confusing aspect of Sebera' s Isopenn Theory is that his 
method is a view of the relative rather than the absolute rate of deterioration-the 
measure of the relative change in the deterioration rate resulting from the change 
in environmental conditions. It is the deterioration rate ratio that the preserva
tion manager can control through changes in the temperature and percent relative 
humidity of the collection shelving areas. It is not possible to change nonenvi
ronmental factors such as paper fiber type, fiber length, degree of heating of the 
pulp, the character of sizing agents, and the like, all of which influence the abso
lute rate of deterioration of a given paper. 

To illustrate, suppose ~ certain decrea~e in temperature and/or 
relative humidity results in the initial deterioration rate, rh 
dropping to a new lower rate, .r2, such that the r,jrl ratio= 0.5. 
This ratio carries the implication that all papers subjected to 
this change in environmental conditions will have their rates of 
deterioration cut in half. The rate reduction would be the same 
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twofold value irrespective if a paper was short or long-lived. A 
paper which, for example, reached a given state of embrittle
ment in 45 years under the initial set of conditions would, 
because its rate of deterioration was halved, attained th~ sam~ 
state of brittleness in 90 years under the new conditions. Simi
larly, a paper with a 200 year life expectancy would see its per
manence extended to 400 years. 3 

Under the direction of James Reilly, the Image Permanence Institute at the 
Rochester Institute of Technology extended the research underlying the Isopenn. 
Theory to predict the preservation value of shelving situations that experience 
seasonal variation in temperature and/or relative humidity. He derived a time
weighted measure of the impact of environmental fluctuation on collection life. 
Reilly and his colleagues, with the support of the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, summarized the measure in a report published in 1995 by the Com
mission on Preservation and Access. The following is a description of the n;teasure 
taken from the report. , 1 

.' 

The Preservation Index (PI) is a meatis of expressing how 
ambient ~mperature and RH affect the chemical decay rate of 
collections. PI has units of years and gives a general idea of 
how long it ·would take for vulnerable ·organic materials such as 
poor-quality paper to become noticeably deteriorated, assum
ing that the temperature and RH did not change from the time of 
measurement onward. PI helps us to quantify how good or bad 
the environmental conditions are at that moment for chemical 
deterioration of the collections. TJle "years of life" aspect of IP 
values was chosen deliberately to reflect the behavior of rela
tively short-lived ~aterials. PI is not meant as a predic_tor of the 
useful life of any particular object. It is simply a converuent 
measure of the effect, of current environmental conditions on 
the overall life expectancy of the collection, using shorter-lived 
materials as a yardstick. 4 

The research of the Image Permanence Institute, when combined with the 
recent research at the Smithsonfan Institution argues strongly .for consistent set 
points within reasonable limits, erring on the side of cooler and drier as much of 
the time as possible. The Smithsonian research, controversial because of its sug
gestion that significant seasonal cycling has no negative impact on the mechani
cal propertie~ of libr&r"f materials, nevertheless does not undermine the value of 
a cool, dry environment for slowing or stopping deterioration from chemical 
reactions (Erhardt & Mecklenburg, 1995). 
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Pollution and Particulates 

Airborne contamination takes two forms: gaseous pollution and particulate 
matter. The damage from gaseous pollution is not well understood. Mechanisms 
for controlling pollution inside a shelving facility are prone to uncertainties. 
Wessel ( 1970) reported at great length on the variety of pollutants and their pos
sible effects on library collections without reaching meaningful or practical con
clusions. In the intervening 30 years, little consensus has been found on the 
maximum allowable levels of atmospheric pollution in a preservation environ
ment. The obvious conclusions.thatlevels should be (a) as low as possible (or 
affordable) and (b) well below the recommendations of the Environmental Pro
tection Agency for outdoor aii quality are not particularly helpful for establish
ing design parameters. 

The report of the National Research Council (1986) cautioned against the 
hasty estabiishment ·of indoor pollution levels based on suspended molecules in a 
mass of air. "Unless a more sophisticated definition of particulate air qu3J.ity is 
adopted than one based solely on total aerosol m~ss concentration, there is a dan
ger that ventilation systems will be designed that will lower mass loadings with
out achieving a proportionate reduction in damage potential." Nevertheless, 
when pressed for specific recommendations to guide the design and construction 
of a new building for the National Archives and Records Administration, the 
group relied on expert opinion rather than scientific evidence of pollution dam
age. The resulting recommendations of less than 0.4 parts per billion (ppb) for 
sulfur dioxide, less than 1.0 ppb for ozone, and "best available technology" for 
nitrogen dioxide exceed by a large degree the detection limits of continuous 
monitoring equipment. 

William Lull and Paul Banks (1995) ~tl William Wilson (1995) recognize 
the ihherent uncertainty of pollution control and recommend maximum levels 
that, while well below EPA recommendations, are within the range of common · 
detection devices. Lull and Banks describe succinctly the complexity of the 
gaseous pollution challenge. ''The gaseous contamination may come from pollu
tion in outdoor air, from contamination by off-gassing from the bUilding's con-
. struction or cleaning materials, from -building occupants, or from· ~e collection 
itself." The theory, which is not yet subjected to rigorous scientific analysis, is 
that collections have lower tolerance than human occupants of a given space be
cause the human body is living and can effect repairs to itself, while collections 
have no such self-renewing mechanism. 

The level of particulate matter ~n ~e air may not appear to be a pressing 
preservation problem, in the sense that particulates may not be a direct cause of 
deterioration. Nevertheless, once a collection of libnuy materials shelved in a 
high-density shelving facility becomes dirty'· it is virtually impossjble to 'Clean. 
The spaces between materials shelved by size and the shelves themselves typi
cally averages one inch or less. The sheer volume of materials housed in a room 
with shelving systems stretching 35 feet in the air precludes moving collections 
for general maintenance. Additionally, infestations of insects, rodents, and 
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biological agents such as mold spores are extraordinarily challenging to halt in 
a high-density facility. The most prudent preservation strategy is to prevent 
infestations from the start. Without a doubt, extraordinary attention to cleanli
ness of the facility (through rigorous custodial activity) and to cleanliness of the 
collections (through cleaning routines applied uniformly) is a vital preservation 
concern. 

Preservation at the 
Yale University Library Shelving Facility 

The Yale University Library Shelving Facility (LSF) was completed in 
November 1998 following a two-year process that encompassed programmatic 
planning, physical and operational design, and construction. The LSF consists of 
an 8,000-square-foot processing area and a single shelving module ·of 12,500 
square feet (inside dimensions). The module is outfitted with a single tier shelv
ing system arrayed in six aisles. 'flie capacity of the module is approximately 2.3 · 
million volumes. The site of the facility is large enough to accommodate six 
shelving modules and should provide for colleetion growth over the next 50 
years. 

Although a number of libraries and museums have installed cold rooms for 
the storage of archival films, at the present time, the LSF is the coldest and driest 
building designed for the shelvi.Dg of general library collections. The decision on 
environmental set points was not an easy one. Making it involved balanciilg a 
number of assumptions about what types of materials would and would not .be 
she I ved in the facility over its life, circulation rates frorri the facility, and costs of 
construction and operations. : 

Yale's decision about life expectancy was informed by the state of research 
on environmental .control, but influenced most directly by the research fmdings 
of the Image Permanence Institute. Working with IPI data (Figure 2), the LSF 
planning committee identified the PI ·values for five combinations of tempera
ture and relative humidity that satisfied combinations of criteria. 
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Figure 2. PreServation Index (PI) Values (showing predicted lifetime, in years, o~ 
short-lived organic materials at various combinations of temperature and relative 
humidity conditions) 

The planning committee then asked consulting engineers to estim~te the 
impact of these combinations on the cost of building and maintaining the preser
vation environments. The five combinations investigated, the reasoning behind 
the choices, and utility cost estimates in 1997 dollars, included: 

1. 68°/40%RH (PI=58 years) 
Conditions in newly renovated Sterling Memorial Library -
No special dehumidification system required 
Lowest~ without special equipment 
Readers and library materials together 
Est. $1,724 per month electric costs 
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2. 600/30%RH (PI=l31 years) 
Emphasis on RH; compromise on temperature 
Less concern for transitions to and from the LSF 
ast. $2,708 per month electric costs 

3. 500/40%RH (PI=217 years) 
Emphasis on cool temperature. compromise on RH 
Appropriate for art, rare books, natural history collections 
Est. $3,998 per month electric costs 

4. 500/30%RH (PI=275 years) 
Coolest conditions for nonspecialized clothing for staff 
Overengineered for relative humidity control 
Appropriate for paper, film, and tape that does not circulate 
Est. $3,998 per month el~ctric costs . ~ 

5. 45°/40%RH (PI=300·years) 
Push limits on human working conditions 
Emphasis on temperature; compromise on RH 
Explore limits on operating costs 
Est. $8,152 per month electric costs 

The decision to establish set points of 50"F and 30%RH was·based on these 
assumptions, which were developed after much discussion and debate in. the 
plann1ng committee. • · 

+ The LSF is not intended to serve as a shelving_ space for art objects or 
natural history collections. Research suggests that these types of materi
als, not commonly found in quantity in research libraries, benefit from· 
hwnidity levels that are higher than optimum for paper- ·and ·film-based 
library collections. 

+ A key planning assumption for the LSF is that annual circulation rates 
will not exceed 3 percent of the contents. For example, if the LSF con
tained an average of 500,000 .items in a given y~ar, that no more tlian 
15,000 items would be retrieved by patrons. The assumption of low use 
allowed the Yale planners to de-emphasize the need for and the cost of 
special procedures that mitigate the adjustment of materials to higher 
temperatures and different humidity levels that exist outside the LSF 
during transportation arid use of the materials~ 

+ A key design assumption was that the environmental control system 
should be overengineered. A control system designed and built to hold 
cooler and drier conditions than are typical in shelving facilities today 
woUld pennit future adjustments downward or upward a8 new scientific 
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understanding emerges on the impact of enviro~nts on library collec
tions. Over the past decade, the science has pointed clearly toward 
cooler and drier. Yale wanted to build the capacity from the outset to ad
just conditions as needed or recommended. 

+ The cost assessment undertaken during the design phase demonstrated 
that there was no difference in either construction or operating costs of 
an environmental system overengineered to produce relative humidity 
set points below those In the typical library shelving facility. 

Ultimately, the decision on temperature and relative humidity set points 
turned on the ·desire of the planning group to maximize the useful life or' the col
lections shelved there, while making it possible for staff to operate in the shelv
ing module without special clothing and equipment. 

The Harris Box 

The preservation environment in the Library Shelving Facility is a turnkey 
system designed, constructed, and installed by Harris Environmental Systems, 
Inc. under terms of a sole-source contract. s Harris Systems is one of the coun
try's oldest and largest manufacturers of specialized environments. ln business 
since 1939, the company has concentrated for the past 40 years on environmental 
rooms, clean rooms, dry rooms, cycling test chambers, and archival storage 
vaults. Harris builds its rooms in a factory and then installs the rooms and associ
ated equipment on site using its own mech:anics and carpenters. Since 1995,'the 
company has installed more than 1 ,000 environmental rooms. Recent library and 
mu~e~ customers include The Art Institute' of Chicago, J. Paul Getty Center, 
the Smithsonian Institution, Kansas State Historical Society, and the Harvard 
University Depository. 

The Harris system is essentially a giant refrigerator built to fit a cinder 
block and concrete box 197 feet deep, 69 feet wide,.and 38 feet high (outside 
dimensions). The walls and. ceiling of the single room ar~ lined with 3-
inch-thick, metal-clad, polyurethane insulated panels. The wall and ceiling 
panels have an insulation value of R23.8 at +300F. Under the wall panels is a 
double-layer, high-density, polyethylene vapor barrier with a perm rating of 
0.045. Under the shelving module's concrete slab is a flexible sandwich of 
high-density polyethylene and aluniinum with a perm rating of 0.0142. 

The daily-use doors into the shelving module (as opposed to the emergency 
exits) are single leaf: horizontal sliding, ~_nd power operated, The door~ are insu
lated with an R-value of 28 at 400F and are equipped with reinforced polyester 
gasJFets all around. 
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Temperature and Relative Humidity 

The shelving module holds a temperature of SOOF ±2°. Humidity levels in 
the module are maintained at 30%RH ±2%. Both the temperature and relative 
humidity levels are held constant at all times of the day and night, _every day of 
the year. The Harris system is engineered with the potential for seasonal varia
tion of both temperature and humidity levels. Yale has chosen to keep both levels 
flat until research fmdings settle the issue of the costs and benefits for collections 
of seasonal vanation. 

Potential heat gain in the module is an issue. The design of the mechanical 
systems assumes that access doors will be opened no more than 10 times per day 
and that only two people will be working in the module at a given time: The sys
tem exchanges air in the shelving module at the rate of2.2 times per hour (12,000 
cubic feet per minute). Make-up air from outside the module is limited to 10 per
cent of the· total air exchanged. . 

The principal cooling device is ~air-cooled condensing unit with a 78.-ton 
capacity. Manufactured by TechnicalSystems (a RAE Corporation), the system 
features redundant independent refrigerant circuits for increased reliability (Fig
ure 3). Effectively adding humidification to an air stream without creating wet
ness in the ·system is critical to maintaining a healthy environment, free of 
conditions that foster mold growth. Humidification, when needed, is provided by 
an electric steam system manufactured by DRI Steam HumidifiCation Co. The 
systems capacity is 12 lbs/1.4 gal/5.4 kg. 
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Typical Mechanical System of a Preservation 
Environment. (1) Process Air Blower Plenum; (2) Mixing Pl~num; (3) Post
Heat/Cool CoU Plenum; (4) Pre-Heat/Cool Coil Plenum; .(5) Face and Bypass 
Plenum; (6) Filter Plenum, 30%; (7) Filter Plenum, High Efficiency; (8) Skid 

Courtesy Cargocaire Division-Munters Corporation. 
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Temperature and Relative Humidity 

The shelving module holds a temperature of 500F ±2°. Humidity levels in 
the module are maintained at 30%RH ·±2%. Both the temperature and relative 
humidity levels are held constant at all times of the day and nightt .every day of 
the year. The Harris system is engineered with the potential for seasonal varia
tion of both temperature and humidity levels. Yale has chosen to keep both levels 
flat until research findings settle the issue of the costs and benefits for collections 
of seasonal vanation. 

Potential heat gain in the module is an issue. The design of the mechanical 
systems assumes that access doors will be opened no more than 10 times per day 
and that only two people will be working in the module at a given time." The sys
tem exchanges air in the shelving module at the rate of2.2 times per hour (12,000 
cubic feet per minute). Make-up air from outside the module is limited to 10 per
cent of the· total air exchanged. . 

The principal cooling device is ap. air-cooled condensing unit with a 78.-ton 
capacity. Manufactured by Technical . .Systems (a RAE Corporation), the system 
features redundant independent refrigerant circuits for increased reliability (Fig
ure 3). Effectively adding humidification to an air stream without creating wet
ness in the ·system is critical to maintaining a healthy environment, free of 
conditions that foster mold growth. Humidification, when needed, is provided by 
an electric steam system manufactured by DRI Steam Humidification Co. The 
systems capacity is 12 lbs/1.4 gal/5.4 kg. 
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Typical Mechanical System of a Preservation 
Environment. (1) Process Air Blower Plenum; (2) Mixing Pl~num; (3) Post
Heat/Cool Coil Plenum; (4) Pre-Heat/Cool Coil Plenum; (5) Face and Bypass 
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The particular combination of constant temperature and relative humidity 
that Yale has chosen to hold in the shelving module cannot. be accomplished . 
without the assistance of a desiccant dehumidification system. The. Cargocaire 
desiccant system features a large rotating wheel filled with a ),ithium chloride 
desiccant, which is a nontoxic and nonmetallic compound. Dehumidification is 
accomplished by forcing cooled air through the wheel across the desiccant mate
rials. As the wheel rotates, natural gas-heated air flows over the mois~-laden 
desiccant to release water, whic];I is drained away, and restores its drying proper
ties. The system can remove up to approximately 50 pound~ of water~ hour. 

Temperature and relative humidity values in the shelving module are de
tected and transmitted to a central control panel. The sensors are mounted on the 
walls of the shelving module. They detect room temperatm-e with. an accuracy of 
±0.50f'. The sensors detect humidity levels with an accuracy of ±1 %RH. Linear
ized output signals are provided for transmission over a length of cable. The sen
sors are low-maintenance models and need calibration once every two years. 

Continuous recording of temperature and relative ·humidity readings is pro
vided on a 1 0-inch circular chart. Digital data from sensing devices is translated 
to analog traces by two disposable fiber-tip ink pens. Stepper motors controlled 
by ·a microprocessor drive the chart and the pen to help insure precise, 
maintenance-free operation. Since the speed of the chart is configurable, users 
can record environmental readings with variable levels of granularity. At Yale, 
one chart records a single week of continuously plotted temperature and humid
ity readings. 

Air Filtration 

The air handling unit for the shelvipg module contains a four-stage filtra
tiob system. The four stages include a pre-filter for large particulate matter, a 
rigid filter for fme particulates, and two chemical filters that ~ave the adsorptive 
properties of activated carbon combined with the chemisorptive ·properties of 
chemically treated media. One of these filters is designed to control diesel ex
haust drawn ~nto fresh air intakes and to trap gasses released from compounds 
used in the building construction, such as adhesives, sealantS, and paint. This 
filter system absorbs toluene, formaldehyde, nitrogen dioxide, and ozone. The 
second carbon filter is designed for airborne pollution from outside air and com
pounds released during the process of organic deterioration. The filter is highly 
effective against sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, high molecular wei&.t'll volatile 
organic com~unds, chlorine, ozone, and many other oxidizable materials. 

Harris engineered the Yale filtration system to function at 95 percent effi
ciency for particulate pollution. The system has the capacity to reduce levels of 
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, and other gaseous pollutants to less than 
10 partslbillionlvo~ume. The actual level of particulate and gaseous pollution in 
the LSF depends in large measure on the quality of the outside air and the long
term maintenance of the filtration system. Harris recommends annual air quality 
measureme.Qts as part of the system's maintenance contract. The LSF is too new 
to determine the overall effectiveness of the pollution filtration system. 
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Lighting 

The lights in the shelving module are 250 watt sodium vapor bulbs sus
pended in a heavy-gauge alutninum reflector designed to provide a long and nar
row distribution of the light. Two parallel internal panels reflect the light at high 
angles to provide high vertical illumination on the stacks. Two additional panels 
provide uniform illumination up and down the aisle. Each light (spaced at 30 
feet) casts approximately 11 foot candles along the stacks and at the floor level. 
Lighting is free ofUV rays. Lights in the shelving module are off when the build
ing is not in use. 

Fire Protection 

The entiie Library Shelving Facility, including the shelving module, is 
equipped with a wet-pipe sprinkler system conforming to the standards of the 
National Fire Protection Association (Artim, 1999). A wet-pipe system has auto
matic sprinklers attached to a piping' system containing· water and connected to a 
water supply so that w;;tter discharges' immediately from sprinklers when they are 
opened by fire. All sprinkler heads are UL-listed Quick Response Commercial 
heads designed for ordinary hazard application. Piping for the sprinkler system 
extends into the shelving system in two horizontal tiers at 15 and 25 feet above 
the floor. Sprinkler heads are located approximately 'at eight-foot intervals and 
heads are staggered on the two tiers so that every shelving segment has one sprin-
kler head associated with it. -

Extending Preservation Through 
Care and Handling 

TheY ale University Library Shelving Facility, by the mere existence of its 
environmental conditions, is a state-of-the-art preservation program. The ways 
in which materials are chosen, prepared, and handled as part of the transfer pro
cess ·from campus collections to the off-campus LSF extend the preservation 
value of the facility. The processing of library materials from their campus li
braries to the LSF is guided by one overarching goal: do no harm. In practice, the 
accomplishment of this goal requires that the entire processing system-from 
the point of pulling an item from a shelf iri a campu~ library to placing the item in 
the shelving module-ensures the ~sfer of materials as quicld)' and efficiently 
as possible without damaging items or exacerbating damage that may already 
have occurred due to age or p~st use. It is important to reiterate that the goal of 
inserting preservation sensibilities jnto the proce~s1~g proeedure iz to make sure 
that items.are transferred without damage, rather than to facilitate collection care 
or other preservation activities, either now or later. 

The premise of low use drives much of the preservation planning at 
the LSF. As a general rule, less than 3 percent of the total collection can be ex
pected to circulate in a given calendar year. This rule is derived from decades of 



cumulative experience of the Har
vard Depository and a dozen other 
high-density facilities. The low-use 
premise stands in stark contrast to 
typical circulation rates in full
service research library collections, 
which may range from 15 percent per 
year to well over 100 percent per 
year. The low-use premise shifts the 
focus of care and handling proce:
dures from those governing active 
use to those governing transfer to the 
facility initially. 

Beyond the past and expected 
use of the collections transferred to a 
high-density shelving facility, pres
ervation prpcedures must be in
formed by the overall condition of 
collections slated for transfer. A 
study conducted at Yale while plan
ning the LSF suggested that no more 
than 11 percent of Yale's collections 
would require special preservation 
handling during the transfer process. 
A study undertaken at the University 
of Kansas for completely different 
reasons supports the findings of the 
Yal~ study (Baird, 1997). This rela
tively low rate of fragility may come 
as a surprise to preservation adminis
trators more commonly accustomed 
to the daily routine of broken and 
brittle materials circulated by read
ers. Procedures for handling materi
als that need be handled only one 
time under controlled circumstances 
may be more forgiving than general 
care and handling procedures for 
general circulating collections used 
repeatedly by the gener2.! public. 
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Transfer Risk of Low-Use 
Materials: A Survey 

In planning the transfer of li
brary materials from their current 
locations to the new Library 
Shelving Facility, one of the fac
tors considered was the physical 
condition of the ·material to be 
moved. Differing opinions among 
selectors suggested that from 
35% to 50% of all material might 
need extra _care before · safe 
transportation is possible .. The 
path breaking and highly influ
ential Yale condition survey from 
1986 suggested that 40% of the 
Library's collection was in brittle 
condition. Decades of seasonal 
changes between humid sum
mers and the hot dry · steam 
heating of winter, combined 
with fossil fuel pollutants from 
New Hoven's Industrial past pro
duc~d brittle books with Imprint 
dates as early as 1800, fifty years 
earlier than the acknowledged 
beginning of the "brittle books 
era." Given the possible fragile 
condition of much of the collec-

t'ttdn, it was cont'elvable that slg
nlficant damage could be 
caused by the handling and 
processing required to meet the 
expected 2,500 volume per day 
production quota. Also, If the 
level of fragility in the trdnsfer 
collections was as high as sus
pected, It would be virtually Im
possible to provide Item-level 
conserva1ion treatme-nt to trans
ferred items and still achieve the 
da_iiy transfer quota. The pur
pose of the survey was to gain 
information about the transfer
ability of material and deter
mine the preservation impact 
of filling the LSF with low-use 
but possibly badly deteriorated 
library. 
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The preservation aspects of the 
LSF processing system are based on 
the following ~sumptions: 

~ Selectors or their delegates 
(including, perhaps, · Preser
vation Department, Access 
Services, or LSF staff) retain 
responsibility for identify
ing items needing special 
handling. 

¢ All flags, printouts, and 
other objects placed in items 
during the transfer process 
that have any chance of re
maining with the item on th~ 
LSF shelf will be con[ 
structed of archival quality 
paper. 

t Processing efficiencies de
rive from batch processing, 
wherever possible. 

+ Efficient processing routines 
mitigate preservation con
cerns in many domains. 

+ The proportion of materials 
transferred to LSF that will 
require special handling of 
any kind will not exceed 10 
percent overall. 

In the course of planning the 
processing routines for Yale's LSF, 
the Preservation Department derived 
a set of rules and guidelines built 
around six transfer principles. See 
the appendix for details on the imple
mentation of the transfer principles at 
Yale. 

The principal study question 
was "What percentoge of the to-

. tal material within selected sub
ject domains would need to be 
excluded from transfer to the L.SF 
due to its present condition?" To 
answer this question, .PreseNa
tion Librarian David Wolfs· exam
ined the physical condition of six 
hundred volumes from six subject 
areas of the -collection. Addi
tional oata on imprint date, last 
circulation date, and whether 
the item had a barcode were 
also collected. Large serial sets 
were skipped to Increase the 
variety of material suNeyed. 
Items were examined in call 
number order as they stood. o'n 
the shelves. Data were recorded 
in a spreadsheet designed to 
calculate simple percen~ for 
each class suNeyed. 

The findings of the suNey sug
gest that the vast majority of the 
low-use trhaterlal scheduled for 
transfer to the LSF ·could be 
safely sent without causing fur
ther da!Tlage. About 11% of the 
material will need to be handled 

_.with extra care to ensure safe· 
· transfer. This activity could be 
targeted at the point of selec
tion during the move, t;>arely 
slowing the dally transfer rate, If 
at all. While some pamphlets 
were found to be adequately 
housed for safe transport all of 
the material disqualified from Im
mediate transport, 7%, consisted 
of brittle pamphlets or pam
phlets housed In brittle or non
supportive enclosures. These 
pamphlets may. be divided Into 
three readily recognizable cate
gories: brittle pamphlets housed 
In brittle or soft covers; brittle 
pamphlets housed In envelopes; 
and pamphlets housed in over
sized boxes. In the suNey no for
mats other than.pamphlets were 
Identified as being at risk during 
transport. 



Transfer Principle No. 1: Every 
item transferred to LSF must have a 
container that is intact or secured. 

Transfer Principle No. 2: Every 
container transferred to LSF must 
have a bar code associated with it, 
unless the container can't or 
shouldn't accept a bar code. 

Transfer Principle No. 3: Spe
cially designed tubs should be used 
to transfer cont$ers from the cam
pus library to the LSF. 

Transfer Principle No. 4: Dual 
processing streams separate contain
ers needing special care from those 
that can be processed routinely. 

Transfer Principle No. 5: Infor
mation about the condition of an item 
transferred io LSF is best retained in 
the LSF inventory database, rather 
than in the online catalog. 

Transfer Principle No. 6: Every 
container will be cleaned at LSF 
prior to processing and shelving, 
even if it appears to )Je clean. 
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It Is Important to recognize 
that the condition suNey ad
dressed only whether an Item Is 
physically capable of being sent 
to the LSF with a reasonable de
gree of safety. A brltt1e volume 
with a history of low use de
mands little inteNention as long 
as It is housed within an appro
priate environment. If this same 
volume were suddenly added 
to a course reading Hst, for ex
ample, Immediate Intervention 
would be required to preseNe Its 
Integrity. 

Source: David Walls, "A Condition 
Survey of Six Subject Classes of 
Low-Use Material," unpublished 
study report, Yale University U
brary, October 1997. 

Cleaning Items PPior to Shelving 

TheY ale University Library Shelving Facility is the frrst library building ot 
its kind to incorporate into the design of the buijding and into the processing 
workflow the systematic cleaning on site of all items shelved there. Four argu· 
ments drove the cleaning plan. 

• Most items transferred from campus libraries exhibit some level of visi· 
ble dirt and grime. 

• Dirt is·a carrier of and a breeding ground for mold spores and can be an 
important source of acidic and corrosive compounds that exacerbate the 
deterioration of library materials. 

• Once lodged in the shelving module, dirt and dust is almost impossible 
to remove, due to the low rate of air exchange and the high-density 
shelving system. 

• Most libraries from which materials are·transferred do not have suffi· 
cient space to clean items systematically and efficiently. 
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Yale's planning team inspected existing' library shelving facilities during 
the early design phases. In the process the team convinced itself that particulate 
matter (from paper and cellulose, as well as from brake p_ads of order~picker 
equipment operated in' the shelving module) should be minimized by cleaning all 
accessioned items and through rigorous building and equipment maintenance. 

The final design of the cleaning facility was coinpleted while the building 
was under construction. Consultations with Yale's Office of Health and Safety · 
as well as creative brainstonlling by an ad hoc planning group clarified key de~ . 
sign issues, such as efficient processing, ergonomics, and the preservation han
dling of library materials. Personnel from the construction management team 
mocked up a prototype cleaning apparatus, which was tested using representa~ 
tive examples from the library stacks. Additionally, the planning group received 
valuable advice on mechanical system design from Professor Peter Kindlmann 
of Yale's Electrical Engineering Department. The net result of this work was a 
clarification of the goals of the cleaning program and an outline of the specific · 
requirements for the layout of the cleaning room, the design of the cleaning sys-
tem, and the capabilities of auxiliary ~quipment and supplies. · 

The following is an outline of the capabilities of the cleaning facility as 
built at Yale. · · 

Room Capability 

• Four identically outfitted workstations 

I) Continuous work surface along one wall 

+ Redundant vacuum systems; one per cleaning station 
; 

·• Negative pressure in the HV AC system associated with the cleaning 
room to improve the overall cleanliness of the·LSF 

+ Cleaning process and equipment stations combined to accommodate at 
least 2,000 items per day, every day _ 

+ Vacuum machinery located outside the work area to minimize noise, 
heat, and dust Inside the work area · 

+ Cleaning room exclusively dedicated to the cleaning of library materials. 

Cleaning Station Design (specifications for each station) 

Work Surface 

+ Continuous, smooth surface 

· + Nonstatic 

+ 36 inches in height 
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+ 36 inches in depth 

+ 68 to 72 inches of surface allocated to each station 

Vacuum System . 

+ Remote location, yet easily serviced and emptied 

+ Outside venting to eliminate need for HEP A filters 

+ Capability to support brush-on-hose cleaning and fixed cleaning head 

+ Left- ·and right-handed hose attachment flush with surface 

+ Cleaning head assembly mounted flush with surface 

+ Ability to switch from bose to head cleaning with little difficulty 

+ Produ_ces 20Q to 500 cfm at cleaning surface with capability to adjust and 
monitor airflow 

+ Special catch filter in clear plastic housing that prevents pieces from par
ticularly fr~gile items from being drawn into the vacuum. 

Cleaning Head Assembly 

+ Modular design (component parts, removable, interchangeable) 

+ Simultaneous brushing and surf~ce vacuum 
;; 

+ Bristle assembly is removable for easy replacement 

+ Assembly can accommodate bristles of different material (natural or 
. synthetic)andlength 

Auxiliary Equipment imd Supplies 

A certain level of harmonious design and selection of carts and other equip
ment is needed to support the efficiency of the overall cleaning process. 

Carts 

t Function fluidly \vith tubs chosen fer transfer 

+ Position top rim of tub of materials to be cleaned at 36 inches, preferably 
through some sort of adjustment mechanism 

+ Top of caqs should be smooth and without lips, flanges, or handles to 
facilitate the movement of oversize materia,ls 
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Chairs 

+ Seating at processing workstations is not used in many shelving facili
ties for accessioning work. Following an ergonomic review of the 
library Shelving Facility, the operations manager decided that all clean
ing operations would be undertaken while standing 

Health and Safety Equipment 

~ Cushioned pads for standing at cleaning station 

+ Appropriate dust masks and aspirators for special circumstances 

~ Task lighting at each cleaning station (if appropriate) 

Continuing Controversy 
I 

In spite of an emerging consens~s on the components of a preservation en
vironment, forged from almost two decades of experience with high-density 
shelving facilities, at least one major technical issue remains unresolved. This 
has to do with the need for rigorous temperature and humidity set points .through
out the year and the related concern over the possible negative impact on library 
materials when they are moved out of the shelving facility temporarily to be 
used. 

Researchers at the Smithsonian Institution have focused attention on the 
issue of seasonal cycling (Erhardt and Mecklenburg, 1995). The heart of the mat
ter is the cost of maintaining the preservation environment in the facility once it 
is built.. The argument of the Smithsonian res6archers is that materl8.ls can with
stand seasonal variation without physical damage an4 that allowing seasonal 
variation in'· temperature and relative humidity set points can save many dollars · 
in utility costs. The Smithsonian research focuses on mechanical damage to 
materials based on extreme changes in temperature and humidity over varying 
time frames. Their work is not necessarily concerned with chemical damage that 
occurs when temperature and/or humidity levels climb even for short periods of 
time. Only rigorous scientific inquiry and rigorous investigation of the assump
tions outlined in the Smithsonian Institution research will resolve the contro
versy. The present state-of-the-art argues that stable temperature and humidity 
levels are the foundation of a true preservation environment. Just because library . 
collections· can withstand temperature changes without mechanical damage does 
not mean they should be put at risk of chemical damage through cycling. 

The concern about the impact of physical stresses when library materials 
move from cool-d..ry conditions of a shelving facility to the warm-humid condi
tions of a reading room on a summer day derives from the Smith~onian research 
findings. No systematic research has been carried out on this issue. Yet informal 
commentary exchanged among facilities designers and operational staff sug
gests that there is little n~ed for concern when paper is the principal medium 
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being shelved. For film, however, a period of acclimatization is needed between 
the transfer from a preservation environment to a normally conditioned (or un
conditioned) environment. The LSF handles this by transporting films in picnic 
coolers and recommending a 24-hour adjustment before fJ.lms are viewed. 

Conclusion 

Yale University's Library Shelving Facility, along with nearly all such fa
cilities built within the last 10 years, is a first line of defense against the deterio
ration of library materials. There may ~ways be room to improve upon Ute basic 
model. And yet, these facilities go a long way toward satisfying the core criteria 
of an effective preservation program articulated by Gordon Williams some 35 
years ago. 

A preservation program must preserve all books of significant 
value; it must preserve the maximum amount of information 
carried by the original books; it must Pr-ovide for the longest pe
riod of preservation practicable with present technology and 
compatible with the other requirements; it must provide for the 
continuous and ready availability of the preserved materials to 
anyone who needs them; and it must avoid unnecessary dupli
cation of effort and expense. 6 
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Appendix: Transfer Principles 

Transfer Principle No. 1: Every item transfe"ed to LSF must have a con
tainer that is intact or secured. 

Examples of containers include: 

+ binding 

~ slip case 

~ phase box 

+ Paige box (for archival records) 

.. w document case or envelop (for loose pamphlets or archival materials) 

~ microfilm box 

At the point of selection from the shelf, each item should be inspe~ted 
quickly for the integrity of the contaifler-with one question in mind: can this . 
item be transferred to LSF and proce:t;sed without damaging it? If the answer is 
"YES, " pull it.lfthe answer is uNO," the selector or delegate must decide to 
secure it for transfer or leave it on the shelf. Visual signs of condition that may 
indicate a container is NOT OK, to send as is include.~ 

~ One or both ·covers/boards loose or falling off 

+ Spine ·l~se, separated from boards/covers 

t Many pages loose, leaf loose 

~ Pages crumbling from very advanced b~ttleness 

+ ~ather, vellum, etc. bindings are rotting, rubbing off, crumbling 

~ Leather, vellum etc. bindings are cra9ked, splitting in soliq pieces 

+ Spills, stickiness obvious anywhere on container 

+ Pest (worms, etc.) obvious to eye 

+ Container appears wet/damp, verified by touch 

+ Container has been seriously mutilated/is tom, cut in some way 

+ Heavy smell of mildew 

The manager of the LSF will return an item to a sending library that cannot 
be handled routinely or processed to the LSF shelf without causing damage to the 
item. 
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Transfer Principle No. 2: Every container transferred to LSF must have a 
bar code associated with it, unless the container can't or shouldn't accept a bar 
code. 

t A container can't accept a bar code because of its physical condition 
(e.g., rotting leather, very soiled surface, very rough or mottled surface, 
etc.) 

+ A container shouldn't accept a bar code because of its artifactoal value 
(e.g., rare, valuable, or decorated bindings; rare or unique item; highly 
valuable item, etc.) 

When in doubt, a bar code should be placed on the surface .of the container. 
The Processing Group reconunends that containers that cannot or should not be 
affixed with a bar code should be wrapped or placed in an acid-free envelope 
with the bar code attached to the wrapper or envelope. 

Transfer Principle No. 3: Specially designed tubs should be used to trans
fer containers from the campus library to the LSF. 

The risk of damage to items transferred on book trucks is sirnpiy too great. 
Damage will likely occur when trucks spill or are jostled during transfer to and 
from the van, to and from the home library loading areas, and while in transit. 
Over-packed book trucks will damage an item as it is loaded on or taken from the 
truck. The risk of damage from book-truck transfex: far exceeds the risk of dam
age from transfer in and out of tubs, particularly if a subset of tubs can be identi
fied and marked "Fragile-Handle with Qa,te." Tubs are cheaper, more durable, 
and' more flexible to transport tha.?t book trucks. 

The following are some of the specifications for transfer tubs: 

+ Distinctive from other library portables for quick identification 

+ Diinensions: 23" x 15.5" x 8.5" (1 x w x d) 

+ Maximum 50 lbs. capacity when full 

+ Snap-down lid with channel drainage for water resistance 

+ Stackable when full up to five high 

+ Nested when empty 

+ ConstrUcted of hicll densitv oolvethvlene 
.._, -· .. J ., 

+ Sides labeled for easy sorting (as needed) 
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Transfer Principle No. 4: Dual processing streams separate containers 
needing special care from those that can be processed routinely. 

Since no more than 10 percent of the containers (more likely 5 percent) re
ceived at LSF will require special handling of any sort, the overall efficiency of 
the LSF program depends upon the routine and efficient processi.Iig of containers 
that do not need special handling. Those that do should be processed as a batch as 
time permits during a given week, rather than integrating preservation handling 
procedures into the normal workflow. Wrapping for preservation handling can 
and should be handled centrally at the LSF, especially if fragile containers arrive 
in specially marked tubs. A "Wrapping workstation must have the capacity to pro
vide for the wrapping, bagging, enveloping, and/or securing of fragil~ containers 
and the attachment of bar codes where necessary and ~ppropriate. 

Transfer Principle No. 5: Information about the condition of an item 
transferred to LSF is best retained inlhe LSF inventory database, rather than in 
the online catalog. · · 

Condition information will facilitate safe retrieval and transfer from LSF to 
the campus library. Additionally, a record of poor condition is an invesbnent im
proving the possibility that fragile items shelved at the LSF can be retrieved in 
the future specifically for batch preservation processing. The LSF inventory da
tabase must provide a data field in which preservation condition or value codes 
will be entered; up to five codes identify specific conditions. Parallel processing 
of preservation items will greatly facilitate the consistent and efficient entry of 
condition/value codes. · 

Transfer Principle No.6: Every container will be cleaned at LSF prior to 
processing and shelving, even if it appears to be clean. 

Thorough cleaning of every container is essential to the long-term cleanli
ness of the LSF shelving environment. Only in exceptional circumstances, and 
with the prior approval of the LSF manager, are containers to be processed with
out cleaning. Items inside.containers (e.g., pamphlet in envelope, book in a box, 
fully wrapped periodical volume) need not be cleaned separately if the container 
is new. Items wrapped by the home libracy prior to transfer will require surface 
cleaning only. · 
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